THOMAS HANSSON
that H is a bounded operator on L 2^^) . This was proved for strictly pseudoconvex domains (with some natural choice of q) in [KS] .
Recently a lot of work has been done in this area on domains of finite type. For instance in [NRSW] , estimates of the kernel of S have been obtained for pseudoconvex domains of finite type in C 2 . Such estimates have later also been achieved for convex domains of finite type in C 77 ' ( [McN] , [McNS] , [KL] ). In these papers the Szego projection has been defined with respect to the Euclidean surface measure on 90,. However there is another natural measure on the boundary to consider, as suggested by the integral defining H, namely the measure represented by the form (' . Denote this measure by dS. In strictly pseudoconvex domains, dS is equivalent to the ordinary surface measure da, but for domains of finite type it is essentially smaller near Levi-flat points. This can be compared with the situation in the polydisc, where one usually consider Hardy spaces with respect to the uniform measure on the torus. It is the object of this paper to illustrate the advantages of using the weighted measure dS, when studying for example boundedness properties of H. As far as we know, this measure has not been considered before in that context. Nowsetd (C,20 = |(9p(C) ,C-^|+|(^(^)^-C)|.Then,if^isstrictly pseudoconvex, it is known that d is a quasimetric on the boundary of the domain and that dS(^ da) satisfies the doubling condition with respect to d. Thus ((9f^, dS, d ) is a space of homogeneous type (see [C] ). Moreover, in this setting, the operator H can be viewed as a singular integral operator, and by the Tl-theorem for spaces of homogeneous type it can be proved to be bounded on L 2^^) . (See also [Ha] or [KS] for an elementary proof of this fact.)
The object of this paper is to give a thorough investigation of these matters for the complex ellipsoids B p , p = (pi, ...,pn), pj e Z"^, with n defining function p(z) = ^ |^| 2^' -1. B? can be viewed as a model case j=i for domains of finite type and has previously been studied in for example [Rl] and [BC] . We will see that (90,dS,d ) is a space of homogeneous type. Furthermore, in this setting we will be able to prove some important representation theorems for the Hardy space H 1^, dS), following classical lines.
Let L^OBP) and H^BP), q > 1, be defined with respect to the 
In particular we can regard H*(BMO) as a subspace of BMO.
In the unit ball B it is known that all bounded linear functionals on H 1 can be represented by functions that are holomorphic in B and with boundary function in BMO (see [FS] ). This has also been proved to hold for all strictly pseudoconvex domains in C 71 (see for example [AC] 
J=l
Note that, by Theorem 4, it is enough to prove that every holomorphic atom Ha admits such a decomposition. In fact we will prove that Ha = G,H, where \\G,\\H.\\H,\\H^ <C.
Remarks and notations. -In this paper ^ means < G, where C is a nonzero constant at most depending on the dimension n and the index p in B p , and ~ means both ^ and ^. Moreover, when / is a function defined in BP and its values over the boundary are to be considered, then / is understood to be replaced by its limit function at the boundary (i.e. /(^o)? ^o ^ 9BP is the limit of f{z) when z 6 B p approaches ZQ in the normal direction). In this way, H 1 can be considered as a closed subspace of L 1 , and ||/||j^i ~ ||/||L 1 -Also a function in H 1 can be approximated by holomorphic functions that are continuous up to the boundary (i.e. if
The paper is organized as follows. -In Section 2 the appropriate geometry of BP is presented in more detail. In Section 3 we prove the L 2 -boundedness of the operator H (Theorem 1) by applying the n-theorem for spaces of homogeneous type. The boundedness on BMO (Theorem 2) is also considered. In Section 4 the duality in Theorem 3 is proved. The principal idea in the proof is due to Fefferman and Stein. Also the atomic decomposition of H 1 (Theorem 4) is proved in this section. It formalizes the idea that H 1 and H^ are equal since they have the same dual space. Finally in Section 5 we prove the factorization theorem (Theorem 5).
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The boundary as a space of homogeneous type.
In this section the appropriate geometry of BP is presented in more detail. In the integral operator H defined in the introduction, we chose 
we see that dS' ~ wda where
Later on we will consider the volume measure dV represented by the form (27^^) -n (99p) 7^. It corresponds naturally to dS, as they (essentially) are induced by the same Hermitian metric corresponding to the (l,l)-form
71 -1 ) and that dV ~ wdA, where d\ is Lebesgue measure. For further use we write \U\ = f^ dS when U C 9B P .
EP.IOI^-^C^O -^-), and let B,(z) = {C G ^^^C^) < e} j=i be the corresponding balls. Then, generalizing the idea from the strictly pseudoconvex case, we will see that (9B P , dS, d) is a space of homogeneous type. The distance d have been considered before in for example [BL] and is in fact equivalent to the quasimetric used by McNeal for convex domains (see for instance [McN] ). Hence for the proofs of Lemmas 1, 2 and 4 below, which concern estimates on v and d, we refer to the paper [BL] . Detailed proofs can also be found in [Ha] . Remark. -Note that if 2;eBg(^o) and C€B^(zo) = QB^Bce^o), for (7 sufficiently large, then by Lemma 1 we have d (C, z) 
For later purposes we also need estimates ofv (C, 2^) near the boundary. . prove that |i;(^,^)| ^ |i;(C,^)| (see [BL] ) and henc
Now one can prove that |i)(^, z)\ ^ |v(^, z)\ (see [BL] ) and hence
<
Likewise we get the converse inequality by observing that if we restrict the integration to ^ G -E^, where Ez = {C ^ 9^, l^gCj -^g^jl ^ ^IPj}'> then |^(C^)| ;$ v(^z)\ (see [BL] ).
By using i) and Lemma 2, the statements ii) and iii) now easily follow. If we change coordinates (^ -^ (t, ^), where t = -p (C) an d C ls ^n e projection of ^ onto 9B P (in the meaning of Lemma 2), then dV(C,) ~ dtdS{C,] and hence
JO \J\v(z,C)\<e-t ) JO
Similarly iii) is proved. D Note that i) in Lemma 3 implies that for z 6 9B 1 ' and a > 0 we have r ^(0 < l AC,.)>« d(^,z)^ -e"' where the constant in the inequality depend on a. This is most easily seen by splitting the integral in dyadic parts. In the same way one can see that ii) in Lemma 3 implies that for z € QB P and a, f3 > 0 such that [3-a > -1, we have (-^o^-^o 
IE? K^OI 7^1 -"
For further use we also need the following smoothness result on v((, z). Moreover, with 6 as in Lemma 4, we also have the estimate \z -(\ \ v{z, C) -p{z)\\ for z C BP and < € BB^ (see [BL] ).
Boundedness properties of H.
With ^(€5 ^) and dS as in Section 2 the operator H defined for f ^^(QBP) by^-
L'^^'
reproduces holomorphic functions that is sufficiently smooth up to the boundary. In fact, since ^(SP) D ^(BP) is dense in ff 1^) , we have Hf = / when / <E ^(BP).
In this section we prove that the operator H is bounded from L 2 to H 2 . This is done by applying Coifman's generalization of the Tl-theorem to spaces of homogeneous type. Then we use this I^-boundedness to prove that H and its adjoint H* are bounded operators on BMO. The proof is an adaption of the classical argument in [FS] to the non-isotropic geometry of QBP.
We begin by recalling the n-theorem. Before we state it, we need some basic definitions concerning singular integral operators. A nice presentation of the n-theorem, for a general space of homogeneous type, can be found in [C, Ch. 6 ]. Here we just consider the specific space {QB P^ d, d*?), where (by the C^-manifold structure of QBP) the presentation can be slightly simplified. A kernel k : QBP x 9BP\{^ = z} -^ C 71 is said to be standard if there exist constants c and 6 > 0 such that for all ^, ^, w € 9B P ,
Then we say that T is a singular integral operator if it is a continuous linear operator from C OO (9B P ) to the space of distributions on QB? that is associated to a standard kernel k in the sense that
for all /, g € C 00 with disjoint supports. The transpose T* of a singular integral operator T is denned by the relation (Tf^)=(^T t g} for all f^g e C°°.
To formulate the n-theorem we also need the notion of weak boundedness. For w C 92?^ and ^, e > 0 define A(($, w, e) to be the set of all (f) € C°° supported in J3g(w) satisfying ||</)||oo ^ 1 and for all C,,z € 91^(
0-^l^^^.
Then we say that a singular integral operator T is weakly bounded if there exist 6 small enough (see [C] for enough requirements) such that for all w C QB P , e > 0 and </>, r € A(<^ w, e) |(r^r)|^|^(w)|. 
Next we need to define H as an operator on QB^\ Let Hf(zo)^ ZQ € oB 1^^ be the limit of Hf{z) when z € B p approaches ZQ in the normal direction. When / € L 2 it is not immediately clear that this limit exist. However, since HI = 1, we have
JQB? ^(C^)
and if / is say C 1 , the integral on the right is easily seen to converge when z -^ ZQ e QB 10 , so
This can equally well be taken as definition of Hf when / is a <7 1 -function. Moreover, it is easy to check that H is a singular integral operator associated to l/z^,^) 71 .
To see that H is bounded on L 2 it remains to verify the conditions in Proposition 2. As H reproduces holomorphic functions we have HI = 1 € BMO. Thus we turn our attention directly to Hence, by i) and iii) in Lemma 3, we are done. D
Remark. -In a similar way one can prove that
To see that H is weakly bounded is now easy. If (f) e A{6, w, e) and C is sufficiently large then
By Lemma 5 the second term on the right is uniformly bounded, and for the first one we have L,<c.W^H^,^-<<'^-, (6, w, e) . Hence if also r G A{6, w, e) then
JOB? ^d(C,w)<e
Thus by the Tl-theorem it follows that H, defined on the boundary by (3. where ^ = (2max{pj})~1. The last inequality can be seen by splitting the integral in dyadic parts (compare for instance [FS] ). In the same way we can prove that H* is bounded on BMO^ with some extra effort on the term H*b\. Although H*l is not identically 1, one can easily see by Lemma 4 that it is Holder continuous of order 6 (recall the explicit expression (3.6) for H^l). Moreover one can show that \bi I $ log-II^II^MO (see for example [FS] ) and hence --/ |^*6i The terms H^b^ and H^b^ are treated as the corresponding ones for ft, and it follows that also H* is bounded on BMO. D
Duality and atomic decomposition of H 1 .
In this section we prove Theorem 3 and Theorem 4. In the proof of Theorem 3 we need a version of Green's identity with respect to the non-isotropic structure of B p . For this reason we begin by considering the Hermitian metric corresponding to the (1,1)-form uj = i99p, where n p^z) = ^ l^jl 2^ -1 (A general presentation of Hermitian metrics can be j=i found in [R2, Ch.3] ). That is, for (l,0)-forms u and ^, we define the inner product by^n 
